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ABSTRACT 
Decision effectiveness depends on the mode of information 
presentation, that provides information to support decision making, 
which in turn is a function of the characteristics of the task at 
hand. Task characteristics depend primarily on the type of the task 
and the level at which the decision is being made in the 
organization. Thus, for studies attempting to evaluate the impact 
of mode of information presentation on decision effectiveness, it is 
important to appreciate the interdependence between the type of task 
(structured/semistructured/unstructured) , level of managerial 
activity (top/middle/lower), and the mode of information 
presentation (tables/graphs/tables & graphs etc.). 
We propos-e a two-dimensional (three-by-thr ee) taxonomy, based on 
Gorry and Scott Morton's [GoS71] framework, within which the 
existing studies have been categorized. It is evident, that most 
researchers have f ocused on structured decisions and/or decisions at 
the operational level . 
A set of experiments are proposed to evaluate the impact of the 
mode of information presentation across the structured-unstructured 
continuum for the three levels of managerial activity . We cons ider 
only two modes of information presentation - graphs and tables. For 
each level of managerial activity, irrespective of the structure a 
specific task activity is identif i ed . The structure is then var i ed 
by changing the number of variables to be processed. The task 
envirorunent involves the evaluation of the emergency medical 
services provided by a hypothetical ambulance firm AMBUCARE. 
The experiments will be administered to 18 groups of randomly 
selected subjects from a homogenous population, who will be randomly 
assigned to the 9 cells and the two modes of presentation. The 
decision effectiveness will be measured by comparing the subjects' 
decisions to a "near-optimal" solution obta ined using analytical 
methods. The impact of mode of information presentation on decision 
effectiveness will then be analyzed using statistical methods . 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Mason and Mitroff [MaM73] stated 
" .... that an information system consists of at least one PERSON of 
a certain PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE who faces a PROBLEM within some 
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT for which he needs EVIDENCE to arrive at a 
solution (i.e., to select some course of action) and that the 
evidence is made available to him through some MODE OF 
PRESENTATION. II [pg.475]. 
The authors have in the .above definition brought out the key 
variables that form the conceptual basis for MIS research. 
There has been a surge of studies concerning the effect of the 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE on decision effectiveness/performance ((MaM73], 
(DSC77], [Zmu79], [LuK79], (Dav81], [LuN80], [BDT86]). It has been 
argued that what is information for one type may not be information 
for another (MaM73]. Therefore, one should cater to each 
psychological type separately and present information in the way 
that is best suited for that type (MaM73]. However, recently this 
concept of placing excessive emphasis on the type of the decision-
maker as a variable in MIS research has been subject to criticism. 
Chervany and Dickson [ChD78] have stated that 
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"Many researchers involved in the analysis of individual 
characteristics (e.g. cognitive style) as predictors of human 
behavior have reached a troublesome conclusion. Specifically, they 
have concluded that the study of individual differences as 
predictors of human behavior/performance have been basically 
unsuccessful. Researchers have not been able to predict 
consistently behavior/performance on the basis of individual 
personality characteristics. Rather, behavior appears to be (to a 
very large degree) determined by the characteristics of the task in 
which the individual is involved". 
It has also been proved that the currently available literature 
on cognitive styles is weak and inconclusive and hence not 
recommended for dEriving operational guidelines for MIS [Hub83]. 
Benbasat et al. [bDT86] did not find any significant relationship 
between information presen~ation format and cognitive style in 
explaining variation in performance. Jarvenpaa and Dickson [JaD88] 
argue that although cognitive style is one of the individual 
difference variables that has been more frequently studied , it does 
not seem to have a strong relationship to the presentation format. 
Hence, in this research, the type and style of the decision 
maker are ignored, giving more emphasis to task considerations, 
which dominate style considerations. 
The next variable that Mason and Mitroff [MaM73] have discu ssed 
is PROBLEM, which was classified by them as structured and 
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unstructured decision problems. It has been widel y accepted that 
understanding the characteristics of the task in h and in whi ch the 
subject is involved will determine the effectiven ess of the 
information presentation ([JDD85), [DDM86)). Jarvenpaa et al. 
[JDD85) have suggested that a taxonomy of tasks be developed, which 
considers characteristics of tasks, so that future research may 
eliminate contradictory results produced this far. Thus, the type 
of task is one of the key variables in this research and is 
considered at three levels: structured, semi-structured and 
unstructured. 
Mason and Mitroff [MaM73] have followed Herbert Simon's [GoS71 ] 
division of ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT into strategic planning, 
management controJ and operational control. Mason and Mitroff, 
[MaM77] Benbasat c.nd Schroeder [BeS77 ] have po i nted out that most of 
the research has concentrated on operati ona l level decisions and 
hence in future attention should also be given to the middle and 
strategic level of the organization structure. This research thus, 
give s all the thre e levels of ma nagerial ac t ivity a high priority 
and approaches the mode of presentation problem from this 
perspective as well. 
The fourth v ar iable EVIDENCE has bee n de fine d a s inf o r mation 
upon which the manager's decisions will be based [MaM73 J . 
Inf orrnation can b e presented through different MODES OF 
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PRESENTATION, which is the fifth variable in Mason and Mitroff's 
definition. The term MODE OF PRESENTATION is referred by them as 
the form of output from an information system. Form of presentation 
includes narratives [Pet82), tables, graphs etc. However, in recent 
years, the two dominant forms of presentation that researhers have 
concentrated on have been tables and graphs ( [BDT86], [BeD85] , 
[BeD86], [DeJ85], [DDM86), [DSC77) , (Gha81), [JaD85 ), [Jar86), 
[Luc81], [LuNBO) , [PLS84), [Rem84] , [ StW84], [Tul81), [UmS88], 
[WaD83 ] , [Yan87 ) , [ZMB83]). The display format used for these two 
forms varies between hard copy/printed output to the use of cathode 
ray tube terminals and teletype terminals. The information content 
in the tables can i nclude raw data/summarized data/percentiles and 
the graphs can be a scatter plot/line graph/pie chart/horizontal bar 
chart/vertical bar chart/map. Research has also been done on how 
color enhances information displays ([Tul81 ] , [BeD85), [BeD86 ) , 
[BDT86]). Tullis [Tul81] found that there was no significant 
difference between response times for the black-and-white graphic 
and color graphic formats. Color did seem to impr ove decision 
making when high time constraints were present [BeD86] and was found 
to suit certain decision maker types [BDT86). However, Jarvenpaa 
and Dickson [JaD88) have not considered color in their guidel ines 
for the usage of proper graphic formats. They h ave stated 
" Color is not considered because 1) it is not a graphical feature; 
color can be added both to tabular and graphic presentation, and 2) 
few studies have yet been performed in the application of color in 
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an organizational context." Even Ives [Ive84] felt that color 
rarely enhances comprehension of information or improve task 
performance. 
Hence, since the benefits of color are not all pervasive and 
seem to aid decision making in specific circumstances, it is not 
considered in this research. Here the two modes of presentation 
include graphs and tables with a hard copy display format. 
The impact of mode of presentation can be measured through 
different ways. Here the impact is measured through decision 
effectiveness. Effectiveness in this case is distinguished from 
efficiency. According to Parker [ Par89) " .... being effective means 
having done the right thing, whereas being efficient means that 
something was done the right way. Organizations tend to 
measure and control efficie~cy much more than they do effectiveness, 
although the reverse should be true. Efficiency measures are often 
easier to produce than effectiveness measures." 
Effectiveness pertains solely to the decision itself, as opposed 
to the decision making process, and can be measured by choosing a 
'bottom line' variable for validation purposes. Efficiency, 
however, is concerned with the decision-making process and coul d 
include variables like time and cost spent on making the decisions . 
One could make an 'efficient' decision, for example, that might not 
be at all effective. The objective for differentiating between the 
two is to reduce the large numbers of independent and dependent 
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variables, that have produced conflicting results in the p a st 
[PLS84], and to concentrate on a narrow spectrum of variables. 
1.2 Organization of this Research 
The organization of this paper is as follows . Section 2.0 
briefly reviews the past research studies and the existing table vs 
graphs controversy. Current research considerations are discussed 
in Section 3 . 0 . Section 4.0 proposes a two dimensional (three-by-
three) taxonomy to compare and integrate the existing studies. The 
experimental design, the task environment and the experiments are 
covered in Section 5.0. Finally, Section 6.0 outlines the 
conclusion and future research steps. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Literature Review 
Since Mason and Mitroff [MaM73] pointed out mode of presentation 
to be an important design variable, it has received the attention of 
researchers. These studies have typically centered around the 
graphs vs tables presentation of data. 
The Minnesota experiments [DSC77] examined the significance of 
various information system characteristics on decision effectiveness 
and the results showed that information system structure and/or 
individual differences(attributes) affect decision effectiveness. 
Benbasat and Schroeder (BeS77] examined the effects of a set of 
six information sys tem and decision maker variable s on cost 
performance, time performance and report usage. The mode of 
presentation was graphs and tables and the subjects interacted 
through CRTs' to make production and inventory level decisions . The 
results indicated that graphical p r esentation lead to lower cos t s 
and lower number of reports requested. In 1985, Benbasat and Dexter 
[BeD85) studied the influence of graphical and color enhanced 
i nformation presentation in the 'Br and Manager's Allocation 
Problem' . The independent variables included report f ormat (tables 
and graphs), color (mono vs multi) and individual diff erences 
(field-dependent vs fi e ld-independen t ). There was no performance 
d ifferen ce b etween table and graph u sers an d t h e benefits o f color 
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were not significant . However, the importance of how reports should 
support tasks was brought out in this research . Benbasat and Dexter 
(BeD86 ] used the same 'Brand Manager's Allocation Problem' to study 
the effects of color and information presentation once again, under 
varying time constraints. In this case information was pres ented in 
graphs, tables and combined tables and graphs. The combined report 
was found to be superior in terms of performance. Color lead to 
improved decision making in high time constraints. Benba sat et al. 
[BDT86] further explored the color-enhanced presentation, by 
conducting three lab experiments using the same allocation problem. 
Here multicolor reports and graphs were found to aid decision making 
only in specific circumstances. The above four s tudies have dealt 
with a number of dependent variables and no definite conclusion 
could be drawn from the results. 
There are studies that have examined lesser number of dependent 
variables and still produced varying results . These studies also 
failed to provide adequate support for graphics . Lusk and Kersnick 
[LuK79] conducted a field experiment whereby the subjects had to 
answer 20 questions based on information presented to them in either 
tabular or graphic form. The results showed that tables were 
perceived to be less complex and improved task performance. Lucas 
and Nielsen [LuN80] used a logistics management game to examine the 
effect of variations in the mode of information presentation on 
performance and learning. The reports were presented on CRT or 
teletype printer, with some groups getting graphical and othe r, 
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tabular reports. The hypothesis that graphics presentation will 
result in greater learning and performance received very little 
support. Watson and Driver [WaD83] examined the effect of three 
dimensional graphics and tabular mode of presentation on the recall 
of information, and found that graphs were not superior to tables in 
immediate and delayed recall. Remus [Rem84] used graphical and 
tabular displays as decision aids in a production scheduling 
problem. Tables yielded lower cost than graphics when erratic 
components of decisions were reduced. Powers et al. [PLS84] tested 
the hypothesis that a combination of tables and graphs will improve 
comprehension and accuracy, than by using either form alone . In 
this case tables were superior to both graphs and the combination of 
tables and graphs. Remus [Rem87] found tables to sui t low 
complexity tasks and graphs intermediate complexity t asks. 
Jarvenpaa and Desanctis [JaD85] conducted an e xperiment where the 
subjects played the role of consultants to help the CEO find reason 
for falling profits at a time of increasing sales. There was no 
significant difference between tables and graphs with respect to 
decision quality, time and decision confidence. Peterson [Pet8 2] 
found that reader retention was best when tables with narratives 
were used to answEr questions on a report called 'Trends in 
Employment'. Laue r [Lau86] found tables to be superior when 
questions were to be answered based on time-series information of a 
financial nature. 
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Some studies have however, found graphs to be superior t o 
tables . When Tullis (Tul81] required subjects to make decisions 
about the nature of the problem on a telephone line testing system, 
he found subjects with graphs made faster decisions. Dickson et al. 
[DDM86] found that in a market demand forecasting problem subjects 
with graphs outperformed those with tables. Desanctis and Jarvenpaa 
[DeJ85) used subjects to develop financial forec asts for fic ti tious 
companies over five experimental trials and the results showed 
better quality of decisions with graphs. 
The mode of presentation has also be studied from the cognitive 
process angle. Davis (Dav81) found that the best format varied 
acr oss the user type - Sensitive thinking, Intuit i ve thinking , 
Sensitive feeling, Intuitive feeling. Ghani [Gh a81) found that 
feeling types prefer graphics and thinking types prefer tables. 
Benbasat et al. (~DT86] in their study found that field-dependents 
prefered tables and field- independents preferred gr aphs . 
In 1986, two studies ([BDT86J, [ DDM86)) were conducted that 
varied the structure across three experiments. Different resul ts 
were obtained with respect to mode o f pre s e n t at ion for e ach 
experiment. In [DDM86], in the first experi ment of a 
financial/accounting context there was no difference between tables 
and graphs. In t h e second experiment, which was a market demand 
forecasting problem, subjects with graphs outperformed those with 
tables. In the last experiment of a general managerial contex t, 
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graphs outperformed tables only where vast amount of information 
was presented . 
2.2 Graphs vs Tables 
From the above literature review it is evident that mode of 
information presentation has been a controversial issue. DeSanctis 
[Des84] stated that there has been only a limited amount of research 
in computer graphics and most of it has focused on the tables vs 
graphs controversy. While several researchers have proved through 
experimental evidence that graphics lead to better decision 
performance in certain situations ([BeS77], [Zmu78], [ZBM83]), there 
are other researches which show that graphs are no better than 
tables in presenting information ([Gha81], [Luc81], [LuN80], 
[ Pet82] , [PLS82] , [WaD83], [Lau86]) . Why is there a lack of 
meaningful pattern in the, research dealing with tabular vs graphical 
presentation of data? There are sev eral reasons for these 
conflicting results. 
2.2.1 Rationality for choosing dependent variables 
According to DeSanctis [Des84] there is" ... .. no formal 
discussion of the rationale for choosing particular dependent 
variables" . Some researchers have studied more than one dependent 
variable . Adequate attention has not been paid by researchers, as 
to what they want to measure or what outcome variables they want to 
examine. The general assumption made in these studies is that a 
particular mode of presentation will increase the effectiveness of 
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decisions and/or the efficiency of the decision making process. 
Within this broad set up of effectiveness and efficiency, other 
variables may be relevant like accurate interpretation, problem 
comprehension etc. which may enhance effectiveness or efficiency. 
Then there are other dependent variables l ike decision quality which 
pertain exclusively to effectiveness and decision speed which is a 
measure of efficiency. Then one has memory (recognition and recall) 
and viewer preference, which are related to the cognitive process 
experienced by an individual as an information display is read 
[Des84). So are the researchers measuring 'effectiveness', 
'efficiency' , 'cognitive processes' or a combination of two or a 
combination of all three? 
Benbasat and Schroeder [BeS77) have used three dependent 
variables (cost performance, time performance and no. of reports 
required), Benbasat and Dexter [BeD85) have used three dependent 
variables (profit performance, time performance and report attribute 
ratings) and Benbasat et a l . [BDT86) in their second experiment have 
used as many as five dependent variables (report usage , time, no. of 
trials , prof i t performance, report ratings ). The above studies 
prove that the researchers have tried to measur e all three -
effectiveness, efficiency and cognitive process . There are other 
studies with dependent variables pertaining to effectiveness a l on e, 
like cost ([Rem84], [Rem87)), task performance [LuK79], readability , 
interpretation, decision quality [DDM86], and performance [UrnS88]. 
Further, s tudies pertain only to efficiency alone , l ike speed and 
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accuracy [Tul81] or to cognitive process alone, like immediate and 
delayed recall (WaD83]. Hence it can be seen that different 
researchers have tried to measure different outcomes and any 
comparison between them is bound to produce conflicting results. 
2.2.2 Diversity of experimental tasks 
Benbasat et al. (BDT86] stated "A major cause of the 
contradictory results might be the various and differing nature of 
tasks used in these experiments and the match(or mismatch) between 
the task and presentation method". 
Different researchers have used different task settings from 
budget allocation problems across three marketing territories 
([BeD85], [BeD86}, [BDT86]) to production scheduling problems 
([Rem84], [Rem87]) to market demand forecasting problem [DDM86] . 
The first ([BeD85], [BeD86], [BDT86]) are middle level management 
decisions, whereas the latter two ([Rem84}, [DDM86]) are operational 
level decisions. Furthermore, not only is the level of managerial 
activity an important criteria in comparing tasks but also the 
extent to which the decision-making task is structured/semi-
structured/unstructured [MaM73]. While Remus (Rern84] has dealt with 
a structured problem, DeSanctis et al. [DDM86] and Benbasat et al. 
[BDT86J have conducted three experiments each, varying the structure 
across each. Hence one has been comparing task activities not only 
across different levels of managerial activities but also across 
different degrees of structure. Therefore, even though the mode of 
presentation in all these researches was tables and graphs, not all 
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of them have common task characteristics and any such comparison 
will produce conflicting results. According to Jarvenpaa [Jar86] 
"Comparing results in one task activity with those in another is 
inappropriate unless the researcher also considers the 
characteristics of each task". 
2.2.3 Proliferation of measuring instruments for the same construct 
variable 
Another problem pointed out by Jarvenpaa [Jar86] is the use of a 
great number of measuring instruments. For example, 'task 
performance' was measured by Lucas and Neilsen (LuN80] by cumulative 
profit, whereas Benbasat and Dexter [ BeD86] have considered both 
profit and time taken and Remus [Rem84] has used linear and 
quadratic cost functions. Desanctis [Des8L~J has stated that 
'memory' has been studied using recall tasks when data is presented 
in a table or narrative form but recognition is used when 
information is presented in picture or graph form. Although the 
researchers may be justified in using the measuring instrument best 
suited for their e:xperiment, it makes comparing of results difficult 
and leads to conflicting conclusions. 
2.2.4 Handling of the individual difference variable 
There has been no common ground for developing hypotheses and 
interpreting results with respect to individual differences. Some 
researchers ([BeS77], [Luc81], [BeD85]) have considered cognitive 
style by categorizing the subjects into heuristic vs analytical 
[LucBl] or field-dependent vs field-independent [BeD85] or high vs 
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low analytics [BeS77]. It is to be remembered that cognitive style 
is one among many individual difference variables. Lucas and 
Nielsen [LuN80J have considered groups with differing experience and 
professional backgrounds . Zmud [Zmu79] has pointed out other 
differences like personality (internal locus of control, low degree 
of dogmatism, risk-taking, propensity, confidence, 
extrovert/introvert) and demographic and situational (general 
intelligence, quantitative ability , verbal ability) variables. 
Davis [Dav81] has dealt with the psychological type of the user (IT-
intuitive-thinking type, ST-sensation-thinking type, IF-intui tive-
feeling type, SF-sensation-feeling type) based on Jungian psychology 
of types. Hence it is seen that some researchers have dealt with 
only one aspect of individual difference , others have dealt wi th 
many more. Furthermore , Desanctis [Des84] has stated "Human 
information processing as reflected in user's decision strategy and 
memory for information is different for graphics than for other 
display methods". There is also the problem of whe ther all 
researchers are equipped enough in the psychological aspects of 
human behavior, to deal with cognitive ability or other variabl es on 
the same plane and with the interactions of the positive and 
negative characteristics of the user. 
2.2.5 Quality and content differences 
Ives [Ive82] has stated that" .. the relative quality of the 
competing presentations must be held constant if a fair comparison 
is to be made; ... " The quality of the two modes of presentation in 
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various studies have raised doubts. There are studies that have 
compared multicolor graphs to mono color tabular reports ([BeD85], 
[BeD86], [BDT86]). Thus one cannot attribute the differences, if 
any, to graphs alone. Researchers have also found difficulty in 
retaining the same content in graphs and tables. The problem is 
aggravated by the fact that graphic presentations also have varying 
amounts of narrative or even tabular supporting information. In the 
words of Ives, it is an "apples to oranges" comparison. 
2.2.6 Form of presentation and medium of presentation 
Some researchers have used CRTs' or teletype printers or hard 
copy terminals as the medium of display, where as others have just 
used hard copy printouts. Lucas and Nielsen [LuN80] had graphical 
presentations on a graphics terminal which had a slow speed and 
tabular presentations were made on a teletype printer. Lucas 
[Luc81] compared hard copy t'erminals and CRT and also used the CRT 
to display graphical and tabular data. The results in [Luc81] 
indicated that tabular groups on the hard copy printing terminal had 
the best performance scores in the experiment. Lucas [Luc81] 
attributed this to the fact that decision makers may not have 
experience with graphics and CRT terminals. In such cases it is 
difficult to ascertain whether effects of treatment are due to the 
form of presentation (graphs and tables), medium of presentation 
(CRT, teletype printer etc.) or an interaction between the two . 
2.2.7 Other methodical problems 
A number of methodical problems have been pointed out by 
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Jarvenpaa [Jar86] with respect to graphical research - lack of 
theory-based research, deficient and limited research support and 
inadequate experiment control. 
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3.0 CURRENT RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS 
3.1 Choice of dependent variables 
DeSanctis [Des84] has given the major dependent variables used 
in graphics research and the rationale for using them. DeSanctis 
[Des84] also points out that these dependent variables are all 
relevant to the graphic researcher. In this research the guidelines 
of DeSanctis [Des84] is followed. As 'decision effectiveness' is 
the main variable to be measured, decision quality is the 
appropriate dependent variable as per DeSanctis's table [Des84 ] . 
According to Desanctis [Des84 ] , the rationale for using decision 
quality is " ... because the user can better understand the problem, 
he/she is more likely to make a good decision when viewing a graph 
than when viewing a table". Since DeSanctis has used the words 
"better understand the problem" it is considered unnecessary to use 
the dependent variables interpretation accuracy an d problem 
comprehension, since decision quality is cons idered pervasive enough 
to cover these two. The rationale for using the dependent variable 
task performance [Des84] " ... is because comprehension of data is 
better, performance on a task involving use of that data will tend 
to improve". As this variable is linked to comprehension it is 
ignored. The other two dependent variables - speed of comprehension 
and decision speed, as per this research pertain to efficiency and 
hence are not considered. The dependent variable memory for 
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information has produced conflicting results in the past and is not 
considered important for decision effectiveness, a s the subjects 
will have acces s to hard copies when making decisions. The last 
dependent variable, viewer preference is as sumed to fall in t he 
individual difference category and as this research is not l ooking 
at this aspect, it is ignored. 
3.2 Development of Taxonomy 
A three-by-three class ification s cheme is developed with level 
of managerial activity on one side and the degree of task structure 
on the other (GoS71]. This will provide a foundation for comparin g 
previous studies which fall in the s ame l evel of managerial activity 
and task structure. 
3.3 Control of measuring instruments 
Since decision quality is the dependent variable, the 
independent variables are form of presentation, managerial activity, 
task structure and the necessary 'bottom-line' variables . Form of 
presentation is the treatment variable and managerial activity and 
task structure are the moderating variables. 
3.4 Study of mode of presentation as 'decision aids' only 
Desanctis (Des84] has studied the use of graphics from two 
a spects - cognitive process and as decision aids. This research is 
concerned only with the use of graphs a nd tables as decision aids . 
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Huber [Hub83) argued that cognitive style is only one of the many 
individual differences that is related to human behavior and to 
correlate and design a system which encompasses all the differences 
is an overwhelming task. Further, it is felt that to design or 
present information in a manner that is most suited for the 
individual would amount to restricting the individual's ability to 
see things differently and not provide any challenge. It is assumed 
that a person occupying a certain managerial position has certain 
inherent ability to handle the job and through sufficient coaching 
and training if necessary, will be able to use the presentation 
format effectively . DeSanctis and Jarvenpaa [DeJ85) have in their 
three experiments found out that the effectiveness of graphics as 
decision aids depends on practice. Therefore, it is first essential 
in a general sense to find, out what presentation mode is suitable 
for a particular t .ask and then i f essential, some of the 
individual's expressed preferences can be catered to. In the words 
of Zmud et al. [ZBM83) "Humans, being both flexible and intel ligent, 
seem very willing to adapt to those information processing behaviors 
most appropriate for a given task situation, given contextual 
pressures, even if their information processing preferences might 
suggest otherwise" . 
3.5 Control of quality and content 
To maintain quality control between the two formats, color is 
ignored. The sam~ amount of information is p rovided in the tabular 
20 
and graphical presentation to avoid content differences. No CRTs' 
are used, so that any difference can be attributed to the form of 
presentation alone. 
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4.0 TAXONOMY OF EXISTING LITERATURE 
4.1 Need for Taxonomy 
Jarvenpaa [Jar86] has pointed out the importance of a task 
taxonomy. According to Jarvenpaa [Jar86], the implication of the 
task-dependence " .. is that in order to explain the behavior across 
many experiments, we have to account for differences in task 
characteristics (e.g., task goals, task pressures and constraints, 
degree of task structure, task complexity, task content, task 
difficulty)". Most of the previous researchers have ignored the 
role of task, with the exception of Dickson et al. [DDM86] and 
Benbasat et al. [BDT86]. In their experiments ([DDM86], [BDT86]), 
there proved to be a distinct relationship between task and mode of 
presentation. 
4.2 Taxonomy based on Gorry and Scott Morton's framework 
Task environment is a function of the structure of task (problem 
type - [MaM73]) and the level of organizational activity 
(organizational context - [MaM73]) . Gorry and Scott Morton (GoS71] 
have already built a framework for managerial activities based on 
these two variables. This framework is used as the basis for the 
classification scheme. The purpose of this classification scheme is 
two fold -
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* To compare and integrate the existing studies on a common 
set of criteria, and 
* To develop an integrated set of experiments for each of the 
nine cells. 
4.3 Criteria 
The following criteria were considered to assign the individual 
studies to ea~h cell: 
1. Frequency at which the decision should be made 
2. Percentage of quantifiable information 
3. Planning horizon 
4. Duration of decision impact 
5. No. of functions involved 
Rankings of low, mediu~ and high were used to make a study fit 
into a particular cell . The rankings for each criteria for each 
cell is as given in Table 1. 
For example, in the experiment conducted by Benbasat and 
Schroeder [BeS77] the decision had to be made in sequential time 
periods at a high frequency. The deci s ions were with respect t o 
production and inventory levels and the information was high ly 
quantifiable. The planning horizon and the duration of the decision 
i mpact were low. The functions invo lved were mai n ly p r oduction and 




Rankings for each criteria for e a ch cell 
Structured Semi-Structured Unstructured 
1. L 1. L 1. L 
2. H-M 2. M-L 2. L 
Top 3. H-M 3. H 3. H 
4. H 4. H 4. H 
5. H 5 . H 5. H 
---- ----- --------- -------------- --------- --- -- ---------
1. M 1. M 1. M-L 
2. H 2. H-M 2. M 
Middle 3. M 3. M 3. M 
4. M 4. H-M M 4. H-M 
5. M 5. M 5. H-M 
---------- ----- --- -------------------------- ------ --- --
1. H 1. H-M 1. M 
2 . H 2. H 2. H-M 
Lower 3. L 3. M- L 3. M 
4. L 4. M 4. H-M 
5. L 5. L 5 . M-L 
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4.4 Taxonomy of existing literature 
The above mentioned taxonomy and criteria are used to categori ze 
the existing literature to one or more of the nine cells . Table 2 
depicts which study falls within each cell of the taxonomy. It is 
evident that most researchers have focused on structured decisions 
and/or decisions at the operational level. A detai led summary of 
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5.0 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
5.1 Design Framework 
Dickson et al. [DDM86] varied the nature of tasks from 
structured to unstructured decisions, across three decision 
categories by increasing the number of variabl es to be processe d as 
the decision bec omes less structured . Benbasat et al. [BDT86 ) had a 
constant task domain (Brand Manager 1 s Allocation Problem) for their 
three experiments. This research experiment takes into account the 
experimental design of the above two studies. 
For each level of managerial activity, irrespective of 
structure, a specj_fic task activity is identified. The structure is 
then varied by changing the nu~ber of variables to be processed. A 
structured decis i on wil l involve les s var iables , with the number of 
variables increasing as one moves towards an unstructured decision. 
5.2 Ta sk Environment 
The task environment for all the nine cells includes an 
evaluation of the emergency medical s ervices provided by a 
hypothetical ambulance f irm AMBUCARE. AMBUCARE i s currently located 
in e ight areas (dispatch locations) in a city (Appendix 2). Ea ch 
dispatch unit services the areas within its grid. The operation of 
the firm is centra lized. 
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Location of an additional dispatch location 
Redistribution of dispatch locations (change in 
existing grid format) 
Resource allocation (vehicles) among dispatch 
locations. 
The subjects in the following three experiments are required to 
make a certain decision given the demand (number of calls). The 
calls are split iEto emergency and non-emergency calls. The demand 
for each dispatch location and for all dispatch locations together 
is given in either tables or graphs. The service objective of 
AMBUCARE is to provide fast service for emergency cal ls . 
5.3.1 Cell I Experiment (Lower-Structured) 
In this experiment the subjects are required to decide as to how 
many and what type of vehicle should b e assigned to each dispatch 
location, given the demand (number of calls). The details of the 
exper iment are given in Appendix 3 . 
5.3 .2 Cell II Experiment (Middle-Structured) 
In this experiment, the subjects are required to redistr ibute 
the dispatch locations (change the original grid format), given t he 
demand (number of calls). The details of t h e expe riment are given 
i n App endix 4. 
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5.3.3 Cell III Experiment (Top-Structured) 
In this experiment, the subjects have to decide whether to 
locate an additional dispatch location and if so, where to locate 
it, given the demand (number of calls). The details of the 
experiment are given in Appendix 5. 
5.4 Future Experiments 
The future experiments will be designed for the semi - structured 
and the unstructured co l umns. 
The subjects in the following three experiments will be required 
to make a certain decision given the demand (number of calls) and 
the average response time for each service area grouped by dispa tch 
location. The ta$k complexity is increased from the previous 
experiments by the addition of another variable - response time. 
5.4.1 Cell IV Experiment (Lower-Semistructured) 
In this experiment the subjects will decide a s to how many and 
what type of vehicle should be assigned to each dispatch location, 
given the demand (number of calls) and the average response time. 
5.4.2. Cell V Experiment (Middle-Semistructured) 
In this experiment the subjects will redistribute the dispatch 
locations (change the original grid format), given the demand 
(number o f calls) and the average response time. 
5.4.3. Cell VI Experiment (Top-Semis tructured) 
In this experiment the subjects will decide whether to locate an 
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additional dispatch location and if so, where to locate it given the 
demand (number of calls) and the average response time. 
Finally, for the unstructured column, the task complexity will 
be increased further by given the cost figures along with the demand 
and response time. The following three experiments pertain to this 
column. 
5.4.4 Cell VII Experiment (Lower-Unstructured) 
In this experiment the subjects will assign the number and type 
of vehicles to each dispatch location given the demand (number of 
calls), average response time and the cost . 
5.4.5 Cell VIII Experiment (Middle-Unstructured) 
In this experiment the subjects will redistribute the dispatch 
locations (change the original grid format), given the demand 
(number of calls), average respo~se time and the cost . 
5.4.6. Cell IX Experiment (Top-Unstructured) 
In this experiment the subjects will decide whether to locate an 
additional dispatch location and if so, where to locate it, given 
the demand (number of calls), average response t ime and the cost . 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STEPS 
6.1 Conclusions 
The review of previous studies reveals that most studies have 
concentrated on structured decisions and/or decisions at the lower 
managerial level. In our review a majority of the studies could be 
assigned only to one cell, with the exception of a few that were 
assigned to more than one cell. Two studies ( [BDT86], [DDM86]) were 
assigned to three cells in a row, with [BDT86] occupying the middle 
level and [DDM86] occupying the lower level of managerial activity 
across the structured-unstructured continuum. Thus, it can be seen 
that there is a diversity of studies in this area but no common 
basis for comparing them. Hen?e, we developed this taxonomy based 
on the Gorry and Scott Morton's [GoS71] framework to provide a basis 
for comparison of existing studies, depending on the task 
characteristics. It is intended that this taxonomy will help 
alleviate the cont radictory findings in the mode o f presentation 
area. It is suggested that comparison in future, be made only 
between those studies that fall within a cell. Our research covers 
all nine cells, and the experimental results of each cell will be 
compared only with the existing studies already in that cell. 
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6.2 Future Steps 
We intend to pursue the following steps in the future: 
1. New task environment: Having run the experimen ts with the 
AMBUCARE task environment and recording the results, we intend 
conducting experiments with another task environment (financial or 
marketing) to validate our findings. 
2. Different graphical formats: Recent ly, Jarvenpaa [Jar89] has 
evaluated the effectiveness of di f ferent graphical (attribute bar 
chart, alternative bar chart and grouped bar chart) formats across 
varying task environments. If we find that graphs are effecti ve for 
a specific cell, we will extend this research to compare different 
gra phical formats. 
3. Extend the tim8 frame: Since many decision makers are exposed to 
the same reports periodically, we will study the impact of 
information presenta tion mode over multi-periods to gauge the 
changes in decision effectiveness over time . 
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e nc e 
RESULTS 
Graphs ~'< tables 
had no e ffect on 
cost.. c o nf i. d e nc:e 
and time 
Best f ormat 
varied across 
user type 
Ra1< data pref_ 
err ed over 
summarized data 
_Tabular better 
but profi ts 
dee lined a.f t e r 
c hunge in i n fo_ 
rmation 
_Tabular better : 




_Feeling t ypes 
prefer graphics 
Th inking t y pes 
prefer tables 
But format 




















multiple choi ce T 
questions per- t _ 
aini n g to report M 
s 
:L : f : 
:. 
55 us Narratives vs 
Graphs vs 
Tab l es 
1. Form of 
presentation 
CNarrati ves, 
Tab les & Narra-
tives, Graphs !< 
Na.rrati v e s, 
Graphs t:.C Ta bles 
t'( Narratives) 
2.Se:< 
=:. . Academic major 
4.GPA 
5.Lea rning sty l e 
·1.Reader reten_: _ Tab les wi t h 
t ion : narrati v es best: 
2.Reader react-: _Pos itive for 
ion : narratives ~ 
graphs 
3.Reading time : _Na rratives ~ 
tables took 
least t i me 
------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lauer < I 9Bb) Lab setting: 






di ff erent 
comp .:u"li. es 
: . Ans~Yer questicns I S SS US 
about in-tcrmati o nl ----------- --
in one of the :T 
presentations : - - -----------
i M 
: L : f i 
:Gr aphs vs 
"Tables 
l.Form of pres en-: 
tat ion 
(line graphs, 
bar c:harts 1 
pi e char t s , 
tab les) · 
2. Comp lexity of 
i nforma t ion 
(6 l evels ) 
3.Diffic:ulty of 
questi on 
(c o n t rol 
vari able> 
1 .. Per-f o rmance 
2.Tirne t o 
answer quest-: 
ions 
3. Ac cur acy of 
ans wer 
_Tabl es superior: 
Increas e i n 
complexi ty of 
i nformati cn 
l ead to 
dec: n :oase in 
time perform~ 
ance f! x cept 




W.:it s on ~1 
Dri ve~ (1983 ) 
Remus ( 1984 > 
CONTEXT /TASK TYPE OF DECISION 
Lab s e tting: Runk order 
Geograph ic locat_ (highest to low_ 
ion of physicians est relative 




iM a li~t o f six 
states i n terms 
of the 'l. o f 
physicians 
'L : *. : 
L ab setting: 
Produc:ti on 
sch e duling 
problE!m 
1 ocated in t he 
state 
Pr"oduc:tion & 
work for c e 










:30 graph i c a l 
I maps v s 
:Tabular dato. 








1. l mmediate 
recall 
2 .0elay ed 
r ecall 
1 . Work f o r ce si% e1 l. Linear cost 
2 .Produc:tion 
l eve l 
l. Wo r k f orce si=e l 2 .Cuadrati c 
2.0verti me/i dle : cost 
easts 
3.Cost of inven 
tory 
l~C.S IJLTS 
Graph s not 
super ior to 
t a b u lar presen_ 
talion i n both 
cases 
Ta bular display 
yielded l o \-.ier 
cost than 
graph i c:al 







Shne ider man 
( 1964) 
Benbasat ~ 
Dex ter <1985} 
CONTEXT/TASK TYPE OF DECISION CELL 
!Lab setting: I Respond to multi_ s SS 
:Ac:adem lc: t est : pl e c:hoi c:e ques_ 
:results~ students: tions based on T 
20 test scores 
iM 
:L : l : 
Lab ex peri ment: 





Alloc ation of a 
.fiwed promotional: 
budget across :T 
3 marlceting l 
territories so :M 







Gra phs vs 
Tables v s 
Graphs ~ Tabl es : 
Grap hi c:·al v s 
Tabul a r d ata 
INDEPENDENT 
VARI ABLES 
l ~Memory ( recal l 
vs non_recall> 1 
2.Form of pr~s~n_ I 
tati on 
l. Informatl on 
System: Gr aphs 
v s Tabl es 
2.Color: Mono vs 
mult i color 









!.Comprehension: Tabl es s uperior 
to both gr aphs 
2. Accurac y & g r aphs ~ 
t i\bular data 
1 .P~of it perfo_ : _No differ nce 
rm~nce : be tween t~bl cs 
: ~ graph s 
2. T i me per fo1 m_ I _ No di ff ere nce 
ance 
3 . Report uttri _ 
b u t e rat i n gs 
.... Ta bL1lar r eports: 
bet ter f ormatt_: 
ed 
Graphs mor e 
relevan t ~ mo1e: 
usef u l for 












:Lab s"tting : 
lFinancial/Accoun-: 
'ting conte:<t 
Lab e xperiment: 
Business .::ase 
setting 
TYPE OF DECISION 
Develop fi n a nci al: 
forecasts for : 
+ictitious lT 






tant to help CEO. ~T 
find reason for : 
falling profits :M 
a t a time of : 
increasing s ales lL 
I · 
CELL 
s SS us 
: * : 
s SS us 









! . Form of presen-
tation 
(tabular spread-
s heet, g r aphs 
with standard 





1.Forrn of presen_: 
taticn 
2. Information 
load Clow vs 
high) 




1 . Dec:i !:> ion 
qu'1lity 
2.Conf idence 






5 . Interpretat _ 





after 5 tridls 
F"er.formance 
b e tter with 
st~ndard scali ng: 
_ No significant 
di .ffel"'enc:e bet 
ween tnb l cs t~ 
graphs 
_No ~ignific:ant 
di ff ernc:e 


























TYPE OF DECISION 
Play the role of : 
a banlc officer & : 
determine if a :T 
1irm is qualified: 
for ~ loan lM 
CELL 
s SS 
IL I * I 
Chemical manufa 
cturer to for"e~ 




3 of its products: -------------
given demand :M 
histories ------------ -
IL I I * : 
3.General mana : Evaluate the 
gerial conte;t: quality of a 
research firm~s IT 
final report on : 
a s urvey of : M 
users of computer: 
graphics ~L 
s SS us 
: t : 
MODE OF 
PRESENTATION 
: Graphical vs 
:Tabular data 









2 .Mode of presen_: 
tat ion 






ti on acc.ur;c:y: 
3.Decision 
quality 
1. Data inter 
pretation 
2.Mode of presen_: 2.Decision 
taticn l quality 
l.Taslt environ 
ment 











diffi cu!t to 
read 
. .Mo d ifference> 
_No difference 
_Ne difference 
_S1..1bjects "Ii th 
graphs cut_ 
performed those 
with t a bl es 
Gr.aphs OL.ttperfa_ 
rmed ti\btes only 





















TYPE OF DECISION 
Allocate budget 
among 3 terr i to_ : · 
ries making :T 
decisions over : 
multiple periods :M 
to maximize total: 
profit over 10 :L 
dec:i~ions 
Decision mdldng 
through use of 
simulation to 






















: * : 
SS us Graphs vs 
Tab les vs 
~ : Graphs~ t a bles: 
Dec:ision making 
through the 
andlysis of one 
simple report to 
find one op timal 
solution 
graphics 
























2.Mode of pres en_: 
tat ion 
3.Complete v ~ 




1 . Profit per_ 
iormance 
2. Time perfor _ 
mance 
3 . Report 
ratings 







3 .No . of trials: 















Graphs - more 
relevant 
_Tables > graphs 
_ No significant 
difference 
_Graphs > Tubles: 
_No si gni fl c"nt 
difference 
_No significant 
diff. !5 min.> 
_Combined > 
table > graph 
(15 min.> 
2.0ecision time: _ No significant 












R"mus C 1987 l 
CONTEXT/TASK 
Lab exper i ment : 







TYPE OF DEC!SlDN 
Allocation o f 
fi~ed promot i onul: 





with the obJec:t_ :M : * I 





first 12 periods 
<learning phase) 





: M : t : 




















Low vs High 
I.Task c:omple" ity : 
(Low vs Inter 
mediate) 
2.Form of pres en_: 
tation 
3.Phase 




1 . Profit 
p erfor-mance 






Comb i n~tJ r-P.por t 
t•ll\ S supeli Of' in 
terms of perfor_ 
m~nc:e end vias 
r .a t P.d v~ry 
highly 
T~bles better 
in l ow complex_ 
i t y t~1nks 
Gr aphs better in 





Uman~th ~ Lab settina: 
Sc:amell <1988) -
1. Work c:ente r 
load profile 
: 2. lli!ork center 
lo'1d profile 
TYPE OF DECISION 
Operations orien_ 
ted decision 
making - Respond T 
to questionnair-e 
with immediate IM 
CELL 
s SS 
~ delayed time 
domain IL I ~ I 
Rate their degree: s SS 
of .familiarity : 
with g raphical :T 
& tabular display: 

















1 . Information 
presemtat ion 
2.Ta~k category: 
r"ec:al l of 









2.Tasl: c:ategory : 
pattern inter_ 
gr-ation recall 




1 . Performance 
1. Performance 
RESULTS 
Grdphi cal pre_ 
sentation enhan 
ces recall when 




spe ci fic facts 
is indifferent 
to data di sp lay 
-format 
APPENDIX 2 
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APPENDIX 3 
CELL I EXPERIMENT - LOWER-STRUCTURED 
AMBUCARE 
AMBUCARE is a hypothetical ambulance firm that provides 
emergency medical service for a city. T~e attached grid shows the 8 
dispatch l ocations of AMBUCARE and the areas serviced by each 
location. Its operation is centralized and its customers include 
members, hospitals, non-members, police etc. AMBUCARE has a variety 
of vehicles to respond to emergency and non-emergency calls. The 
type, purpose and number of the vehicles are as given below: 
JVehicle Type 
IALS - Advanced Life 
I Support 
I 




I Used for emergency calls and 
I includes oxygen 
I 
Used for all calls and does no 




I 31 I 
I I 
I I 
I 18 I 
\ 
----------------- ~ - - --------- - ----j------------------------------
!ERV - Emergency Response! Answer calls but do not transport ! 
I Vehicle I patients I l1-
I I I 






Non-emergency transport vehicles I 
to transport persons who may needl 
medical transport but for whom nol 
medically threatening condition I 
exists I 44 
I 
AMBUCARE would like to assign t h e required type and number of 
vehicles to each location so as to achieve company service 
objectives. The service objectives focus on fast service for 
emergency calls. The demand (number of calls) f or each dispatch 
location and for a ll dispatch locations together is given in the 
attached tables (graphs). 
51 
Please answer the following questions from the data provided in 
the tables(graphs). 
1. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on the 
basis of total number of calls. 









2. What is the grand total of all calls for all dispatch 
locations? (Round off to nearest 10) . 
3. Ca lculate the percentage of total calls of t he grand t otal 











4. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on the 
basis of number of emergency cal ls. 









5 . Calculate the p e rcentage of emergency calls of the total calls 
for each dispatch location. 










6. Classify the above dispatch locations in the following class 



















on the grid 
the service 
on the grid 
is the grand 
locations ? (Round 
Location #s' 
areas which have less than 10 emergency 
for all dispatch locations . 
areas that have more than 100 emergency 
for all dispatch locations. 
total of all emergency calls for all 
off to nearest 10). 
54 
10. Calculate the percentage of emergency calls of the grand 
total of emergency calls for each dispatch location. 









11. Rank order (ir descending order) the dispatch locations on 
the basis of non-emergency calls. 









12. Check the service areas that have more than 100 non-emergency 
calls on the grid for all dispatch locations. 
55 
13. Assign the Advanced Life Support (ALS) Vehicles to each 
dispatch location. 
I 14 6 I 21 
ALS 
Location #s 
8 I 11 4 I 22 I 10 ITotall 
I 
31 I 
14. Assign the Intermediate Life Support (ILS) Vehicles to each 
dispatch location . 
I 14 6 I 21 
ILS 
Location #s 
8 I 11 4 I 22 I 10 ITotall 
I 
18 I 
15. Assign the Emergency Response Vehicles (ERV) to each 
dispatch location. 
I 14 6 I 21 
ERV 
Location #s 
s I 11 4 I 22 I 10 ITotall 
I 
4 I 
16. Assign the Demand Aid Cars (DAC) to each dispatch location. 
I 14 6 l 21 
DAC 
Location # s 
s I 11 
56 
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NUMBER OF CALLS PER DISPATCH LOCATION 
ALL LOCATIONS 
LCCAllON #OF CALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL 
1 4 298 244 542 
6 982 986 1968 
2 1 1 1 61 879 2040 
8 1250 841 2091 
1 1 254 343 597 
4 1174 692 1866 
22 341 i32 473 
i 0 149 36 185 
58 
NUMBER OF CALLS PER SERVICE AREA 
GROUPED BY DISPATCH LOCATION 
LOG AT/ON 14 LOCATION 6 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OF CALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL 
1 2 41 49 90 1 0 8 9 1 7 
1 3 96 4 1 137 1 1 2 4 32 5 6 
1 4 26 2 28 1 9 90 44 13 4 
1 5 1 0 9 1 9 20 6 4 87 1 51 
1 6 1 8 1 1 9 21 0 0 0 
1 7 3 0 3 28 108 75 1 8 3 
1 8 5 0 5 2 9 258 450 7 0 8 
22 93 142 235 30 107 64 1 7 1 
23 6 0 6 31 12 6 68 194 
32 6 1 33 9 4 
39 13 6 1 24 2 60 
LOCATION 21 LOCATION 8 
SERVICE AREA #OF CALLS SERVICE AREA # OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL 
2 4 7 1 8 27 3 2 1 3 45 
25 2 0 2 37 18 9 1 9 4 3 83 
26 0 0 0 38 86 68 15 4 
33 34 41 75 40 257 . 313 570 
34 5 3 8 49 6 8 22 9 0 
35 0 0 0 50 105 24 129 
36 ·O 0 0 51 174 89 26 3 
41 1 96 1 3 8 334 52 3 1 9 112 43 1 
4 2 159 40 199 58 2 0 6 26 
4 3 0 0 0 
44 6 5 1 1 
45 5 1 6 
46 0 0 0 
47 3 7 1 0 
48 0 0 0 
53 480 429 909 
54 234 122 356 
55 2 4 2 5 49 
56 6 6 7 73 
59 
NUMBER OF CALLS PER SERVICE AREA 
GROUPED BY DISPATCH LOCATION 
LOCATION 11 LOCATION 4 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL 
57 8 26 34 59 40 22 62 
63 83 25 1 OB 60 11 6 23 1 39 
64 . 1 06 79 1 85 61 192 76 268 
65 22 158 1 80 62 242 138 380 
66 5 43 48 70 281 221 502 
73 33 29 62 71 232 187 419 
74 1 4 5 72 7 1 25 96 
75 2 0 2 
83 2 5 7 
.. 
LOCATION 22 LOCATION 10 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA II OF CALLS 
EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL 
67 6 2 8 79 108 30 1 38 
68 1 2 1 13 80 33 6 3 9 
69 1 22 45 167 81 8 0 8 
76 6 5 1 1 82 0 0 0 
77 55 1 9 74 
78 1 40 60 200 
60 
°' f-1
# of Calls 
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CELL II EXPERIMENT - MIDDLE-STRUCTURED 
AMBUCARE 
AMBUCARE is a hypothetical ambulance firm that provides 
emergency medical service for a city. The attached grid shows the 8 
dispatch locations of AMBUCARE and the areas serviced by each 
location. The operation of AMBUCARE is centralized and its 
customers include members, hospitals, non-members, police etc. 
AMBUCARE has a variety of vehicles to respond to emergency and 
non-emergency calls. 
AMBUCARE would like to redistribute its dispatch locations 
(change the original grid format) so as to achieve company service 
objectives. The ~.ervice objectives focus on fast service for 
emergency calls. The demand (number of calls) for each dispatch 
location and for all dispatch locations together is given i n the 
attached tables(graphs). 
64 
Please answer the following questions from the data provided in 
the tables (graphs). 
1. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on the 
basis of total number of calls. 









2. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on the 
basis of number of emergency calls. 









3. Are the first four dispatch locations ranked above, located 
near each other? (Yes/No). 
65 
4. Check the service areas which have less than 10 emergency 
calls on the grid for all dispatch locations. 
5. Check the service areas that have more than 100 emergency 
calls on the grid for all dispatch locations . 
6. List service areas that have mor e than 200 but less than 300 
emergency calls for all dispatch locations . 
7. List service areas that have more than 300 emergency calls for 
all dispatch locations. 
8 . List the to t a l number of s erv ice areas and emergency cal ls for 
each location. 










9. What is the average number of emergency calls per service area 
for each location? 









10. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on 
the basis of non-emergency calls. 









11. Check the service areas that have more than 100 non-emergency 
calls on the grid for all dispatch locations. 
12. Redistribute the dispatch locations (change the original grid 
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NUMBER OF CALLS PER DISPATCH LOCATION 
ALL LOCATIONS 
LCCAT10N #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL 
1 4 298 244 542 
6 982 986 1968 
2 1 1 1 61 879 2040 
8 1 250 841 2091 
1 1 254 343 597 
4 i 174 692 1866 
22 341 132 473 
1 0 149 36 1 85 
69 
NUMBER OF CALLS PER SERV I CE AREA 
GROUPED BY DISPATCH LOCAT I ON 
LOG AT/ON 14 LOCATION 6 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL 
1 2 41 49 90 1 0 8 9 1 7 
1 3 96 4 1 137 1 1 2 4 32 56 
1 4 26 2 28 1 9 90 44 134 
1 5 1 0 9 1 9 20 64 8 7 151 
1 6 1 8 1 1 9 2 1 0 0 0 
17 3 0 3 28 108 7 5 1 83 
1 8 5 0 5 29 258 4 50 708 
22 93 142 235 30 10 7 64 1 71 
23 6 0 6 31 126 68 194 
32 6 1 33 94 
39 136 124 2 6 0 
LOCATION 21 LOCATION 8 
SERVICE AREA # OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EMER. 'TOTAL EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL 
24 7 1 8 27 3 2 1 3 45 
25 2 0 2 37 189 1 9 4 3 8 3 
2 6 0 0 0 3 8 86 68 154 
33 34 4 1 75 40 257 313 57 0 
3 4 5 3 8 49 6 8 22 90 
35 0 0 0 50 105 24 12 9 
36 0 0 0 51 1 7 4 89 26 3 
41 196 13 8 334 52 319 112 43 1 
42 159 4 0 199 58 2 0 6 2 6 
43 0 0 0 
4 4 6 5 1 1 
45 5 1 6 
46 0 0 0 
47 3 7 1 0 
48 0 0 0 
53 480 429 909 
5 4 234 1 2 2 356 
55 24 2 5 49 
56 6 6 7 73 
70 
NUMBER OF CALLS PER SERVICE AREA 
GROUPED BY DISPATCH LOCATION 
LOCATION 11 LOCATION 4 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL 
57 8 26 34 59 40 22 62 
63 83 25 1 08 60 116 23 139 
64 106 79 1 85 61 192 76 268 
65 22 158 1 80 62 242 138 380 
66 5 43 48 70 281 221 502 
73 33 29 6 2 71 232 187 419 
74 1 4 5 72 7 1 2 5 96 
75 2 0 2 
83 2 5 7 
LOCATION 22 LOCATION 10 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA ti OF CALLS 
EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL 
67 6 2 8 79 1 08 30 138 
68 1 2 1 1 3 80 33 6 39 
69 1 22 45 1 6 7 8 1 8 0 8 
76 6 5 1 1 82 0 0 0 
77 5 5 1 9 74 
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APPENDIX 5 
CELL III EXPERIMENT - TOP-STRUCTURED 
AMBUCARE 
AMBUCARE is a hypothetical ambulance firm that provides 
emergency medical service for a city. The attached grid shows the 8 
dispatch locations of AMBUCARE and the areas serviced by each 
location. The operation of AMBUCARE is centralized and its 
customers include members, hospitals, non-members, police etc. 
AMBUCARE has a variety of vehicles to respond to emergency and non-
emergency calls. 
AMBUCARE would like to allocate a new dispatch location so as to 
achieve company service objectives . The service objectives focus on 
fast service for emergency calls . The demand (number of calls) for 
each dispatch loc.:.tion and for all dispatch locations together is 
given in the attached tables(graphs). 
76 
Please answer the following questions from the data provided in 
the tables(graphs). 
1. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on the 
basis of total number of calls . 









2. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on the 
basis of number of emergency calls. 









3. Are the first four dispatch locations ranked above, located 
near each other? (Yes/No). 
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4. Check the service areas which have less than 10 emergency 
calls on the grid for all dispatch locations. 
5. Check the service areas that have more than 100 emergency 
calls on the grid for all dispatch locations. 
6. List service areas that have more than 200 but less than 300 
emergency calls for all dispatch locations. 
7. List service areas that have more than 300 emergency calls for 
all dispatch locations. 
8. List the total number of service areas and emergency calls for 
each location. 










9. What is the average number of emergency calls per service area 
for each location? 









10. Rank order (in descending order) the dispatch locations on 
the basis of non-emergency calls. 









11. Check the service areas that have more than 100 non-emerge ncy 
calls on the grid for all dispatch locations. 
12. Allocate the new dispatch location in the location map 
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NUMBER OF CALLS PER DISPATCH LOCATION 
ALL LOCATIONS 
LCCATJON #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL 
1 4 298 244 542 
6 982 986 1968 
2 i i i 6 i 879 2040 
8 1250 841 2091 
1 1 254 343 597 
4 117 4 692 1866 
22 341 132 4 73 
1 0 1°49 36 1 85 
81 
NUMBER OF CALLS PER SERVICE AREA 
GROUPED BY DISPATCH LOCATION 
LOG AT/ON 14 LOCATION 5 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EM ER. TafAL 
1 2 41 49 90 1 0 8 9 1 7 
13 96 41 137 11 . 24 32 56 
14 26 2 28 1 9 90 44 134 
15 1 0 9 19 20 64 87 151 
16 1 6 1 1 9 21 0 0 0 
17 3 0 3 28 1 08 75 183 
18 5 0 5 29 258 450 706 
22 93 142 235 30 1 07 64 1 71 
23 6 0 6 31 126 68 194 
32 61 33 94 
39 136 124 26 0 
LOCATION 21 LOCATION 8 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA II OF CALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL 
24 7 1 8 27 32 1 3 45 
25 2 0 2 37 189 1 94 383 
26 0 0 0 38 86 68 154 
33 34 4 1 75 40 257 313 570 
34 5 3 6 49 68 22 9 0 
35 0 0 0 50 105 24 129 
36 0 0 0 51 174 89 2 63 
41 196 13 8 334 52 31 9 1 1 2 431 
42 159 40 199 56 20 6 26 
43 0 0 0 
44 6 5 11 
45 5 1 6 
46 0 0 0 
47 3 7 1 0 
48 0 0 0 
53 480 429 909 
54 234 122 356 
55 24 25 49 
56 6 67 73 
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NUMBER OF CALLS PER SERVICE AREA 
GROUPED BY DISPATCH LOCATION 
LOCATION 11 LOCATION 4 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS 
EMER. NON-EM ER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL 
57 8 26 34 59 40 22 62 
63 83 25 1 08 60 11 6 23 139 
64 106 79 1 85 61 1 92 76 268 
65 22 158 180 62 242 138 380 
6 6 5 43 48 70 281 221 502 
73 33 29 62 71 232 1 87 4 19 
74 1 4 5 72 71 25 96 
75 2 0 2 
83 2 5 7 
LOCATION 22 LOCATION 10 
SERVICE AREA #OFCALLS SERVICE AREA #OF CALLS 
EMER. NON·EMER. TOTAL EMER. NON-EMER. TOTAL 
67 6 2 B 79 108 30 138 
68 1 2 1 13 80 33 6 39 
69 122 45 167 B 1 8 0 8 
76 6 5 1 1 82 0 0 0 
77 55 1 9 74 
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